A new set of wavelet filter families has been added to the systematized collection of Daubechies wavelets. This new set includes complex and real, orthogonal and biorthogonal, least and most disjoint families defined using constraints derived from the principle of separably disjoint root sets in the complex z-domain. All of the new families are considered to be constraint selected without a search and without any evaluation of filter properties such as time-domain regularity or frequency-domain selectivity. In contrast, the older families in the collection are considered to be search optimized for extrema1 properties. Some of the new families are demonstrated to be equivalent to some of the older families, thereby obviating the necessity for any search in their computation. A library that displays images of all filter families in the collection is available at <www.toolsmiths.com>.
INTRODUCTION
Daubechies wavelet filters with minimal length and maximal flatness can be readily computed via spectral factorization of a symmetric positive polynomial [l]. All of the complex orthogonal, real orthogonal, and real biorthogonal families of the Daubechies class computable by spectral factorization have been studied experimentally in the systematized collection developed by Taswell [2,3,4,5,6,7] over a wide range of vanishing moment numbers and filter lengths.
In contrast, angular parameterization methods have usually been demonstrated for wavelets with only one vanishing moment (i.e., less than maximal flatness) and very short length filters [8,9] with the exception of [lo]. But the latter only verified orthogonality and vanishing moment numbers for the filters and did not attempt any search through the angular parametrization space for filters with desirable properties.
These comments highlight the essential question in the development of an algorithm for the design of wavelet filters: How much computational effort (measured by time, flops, and complexity of implementation) should be expended in the construction of a wavelet filter possessing which properties over which range of filter lengths? A basic assumption inherent in the systematized collection of Daubechies wavelets [6] hypothesizes that the spectral factorization approach affords the most economical generation of wavelet filters with the best variety and combination of properties over the widest range of filter lengths.
The economy of the spectral factorization method in comparison with the angular parameterization method is achieved by the reduced size of the search space for the filter root codes 0-7803-5041-3/99 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE made regarding schemes to enhance the efficiency of the combinatorial search used in the design algorithm. This report investigates the next step in the development of an efficient algorithm: Can the search be completely eliminated?
Section 2 clarifies the distinction between constraint selected and search optimized filter families, explains the principle underlying the least and most disjoint root sets, and defines the new filter families. Section 3 presents examples and summaries of results for all of the new filter families. Section 4 concludes that the search can be eliminated for those search optimized filter families for which equivalence has been demonstrated with constraint selected filter families. Thus, y and 6 determine F ( z ) and then F ( z ) determines X with the mapping of spaces I' x S I+ F x 2 e A. The parameters y and 4 that determine F ( z ) are called the indexing parameter and specification parameter, respectively. The parameter X that is determined by F ( z ) is called the characterization parameter. If X represents an individual property (rather than weighted combination of properties), then X is also termed a characteristic property of F ( z ) .
Existence and Uniqueness
Given a defined filter family indexed by 7. assume for fixed y that a finite sequence of filters Fi(z) can be generated by and evaluated for corresponding sequences, respectively, of specification parameters & and characterization parameters A,. If B is an unbounded andor continuous space, then it can be appropriately bounded and discretized to permit a countably finite sequence ti.
Assuming restrictior. to a countably finite space Z, then the corresponding spaces 7 x .Z and A are also countably finite. Further assuming a one-to-one invertible mapping and uniqueness of the elements A, E A, then finite countability of unique elements for an invertible mapping implie_s that it is feasible to search for both elements = mini A, and X = maxi X i in the range and select the corresponding filters Fi ( z ) in the domain.
Definitions and Inferences
A. filter F ( z ) is called extremal if it can be shown to possess a characteriz_ation parameter attaining an extreme manifested by either or A. A filter F ( z ) is called search optimized if it is generated by an algorithm that optimizes X E A-with an exhaustive search to ensure identification of either or A. A filter F ( z ) is called constraint selected if it is generated by an algorithm that specifies sufficient constraints on t, f , or z to ensure uniqueness of F ( z ) and selection of F ( z ) without a search. An indexed set of filters {F,(z)} { F ( z ; 7 ) : 7 E r} is called a family if all members of the set are generated by the same algorithm, a function g(<; T), g(f; -y), or g(z; T), subject to the control of the indexing parameter 7.
'WO different filter families { F ! ( z ) } and {F;(z)} generated by two different algorithms g ( -; 7) and g'(.; 7) are F-equivalent, or equivalent with respect to the filter coefficient space 7 , if llf, -< T for all 7 E r with given error tolerance ~( 7 ) .
Analogously, {F,(z)} and {F!,(z)} are 2-equivalent, or equivalent w.r.t. the filter root space 2, if llzr -z ! , 1) < T for all 7 E with given error tolerance ~( 2 ) .
Finally, they are A-equivalent, or equivalent w.r.t. the characterization parameter space A, if I X, -k ! , l < T for all 7 E r with given error tolerance .(A).
a constraint selected filter may or may not be an extremal filter. If a constraint selected filter can be shown to be equivalent to a search optimized filter, then the constraint selected filter is also an extremal filter. 7-equivalence and 2-equivalence of two filter families implies A-equivalence, but the converse is not true.
A search optimized filter is necessarily an extremal filter, whereas
Filter Families
All filter families reported here are named, defined, and generated according to the conventions, notation, and methods established in [5, 61 for the systematized collection of wavelet filters computable by spectral factorization of the Daubechies polynomial.
However, one of the families in [5,6], DROLD, has been renamed DROMD in order to achieve consistency with the new collection of families introduced here: DCOMD, DCOLD, DROMD, DROLD, DRBMD, and DRBLD.
These acronyms abbreviate 'D' for Daubechies, 'C' and 'R' for complex and real, '0 and 'B' for orthogonal and biorthogonal, and 'LD' and 'MD' for least and most disjoint. All of these filter families are constraint selected. They are compared here with other filter families from [5,6] that are search optimized.
In addition to the factorization rules [6, Section 2.4.11 imposing the necessary contraints for complex orthogonality, real orthogonality, and real biorthogonality, the least and most disjoint families are defined according to constraints derived from the principle of separably disjoint root sets in the complex z-domain. Consider for DRBMD, { ( Z , ,~~, Z~~~, . Z~~~, ) : 0, < e*} --f A(r) and { (~~, z~, z~:~, 5~: ' , ) : e, > e*} + S(z). The factorizations for the DCOLD, DROLD, and DRBLD filters designed with least disjoint root sets cannot be summarized as concisely. However, the corresponding algorithms order the roots by angle and impose the maximum number of altemations for the assignments in the split to
A ( z ) and S(z).
In addition for the biorthogonal case, the algorithm for DRBLD was modified further to devise another family called DRBRD with the letters 'RD' an abbreviation for regular disjoint. As an example of the principle of minimizing and maximizing C, observe that C = 3 for DRBMD and C = 13 for DRBLD. Note that C # 2 for DRBMD because convexity is required for each of the non-intersecting covering regions, and C # 26 for DRBLD because the largest area possible is required for each of the regions. 
RESULTS

CONCLUSION
Precise definitions have been introduced for the various components of a general filter design framework consisting of indexing parameters 7 E r, specification parameters i$ E E, filter coefficients f E 3, filter roots z E 2, characterization parameters X E A, their corresponding spaces, and the mappings between the spaces. Within this framework, definitions have also been introduced for filter families that are either search optimized or constraint selected and for their equivalence.
A new set of families was then introduced using the principle of least and most disjoint root sets measured by the number C of nonintersecting open convex regions required to cover the root sets.
The new set of constraint selected families includes the complex and real, orthogonal and biorthogonal, least and most disjoint families with acronyms DCOLD, DCOMD, DROLD, DROMD, DR-BLD, and DRBMD, as well as an additional family with acronym DRBRD for biorthogonal regular disjoint. These families were evaluated for both 3-equivalence and A-equivalence with search optimized families from [6] . Several pairs of both kinds of equivalence were demonstrated for both orthogonal and biorthogonal families. If A-equivalence exists between a constraint selected family and a search optimized family with respect to a particular characterization parameter X as an extremal property, then the constraint selected family can be used to replace the search optimized family, and thus to obviate the necessity for a search in the computational algorithm. As an important example, the DROLD (least disjoint) family can be used as an effective substitute for the DROLA (least asymmetric) family.
The A-equivalent substitution of a constraint selected family for a search optimized family enables fast computation of those constraint selected family members for which the corresponding search optimized family members would require excessively slow computation, Because of the A-equivalence, this substitution can be performed without any loss greater than the tolerance ~( h ) for the parameter X representing the characteristic property of the filter. 
